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There was a cute little girl named Veena. She loved playing in the garden, with birds, and animals.
She went to school, but did not want to study. There she saw dark clouds in the sky, and heard a loud thunder sound, dhannnn, dhannnnn, dhanannnnn, and lighting also started to flash, thrrr, thrrrrrr, thrrrrrrrr. Oh my god! it was about to rain.
Suddenly it started raining heavily. All the children left the school and ran out in rain to play. They splashed the water, and played with paper boats.
Veena also came to play in the rain. There she saw lovely peacock dancing. Veena and her friends enjoyed the rain.
Enjoy rain.
(English)

Girl named Veena and her friends were waiting for rain, so when it rained they enjoyed and played.

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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